
Indigenous Trauma & Resilience 
Informed Practice

Facilitated by Len Pierre, Katzie First Nation 
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Positioning myself in this work:

Who I am What I know 



CONTENT 
WARNING
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Some of the language and 

curriculum content in TRIP can be 

emotionally triggering for some 

people. Please remember take 

care of yourself, you can mute the 

call, turn off your video, drink 

some water, walk, and breathe. 



Main learning ideas:

1. Recognize trauma responses in the learning/engagement environment in an Indigenous context 

1. Apply trauma-informed facilitation strategies to keep the learning environment safe for all 

learning participants

1. Select a resiliency approach to engaging with Indigenous learners & communities 
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2 different pathways: 

T
ra

u
m

a
 W

o
rk Trauma Specific Care

Trauma Informed Care

Clinical Counselling

Mental/Physical Recovery

Universal

Practical Strategies
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Why trauma & resilience?

● “Trauma” is a psychological & mental illness term

● “Trauma” terminology comes from a western illness model while 
“Resiliency” comes from an Indigenous wellness- based model

● Strength-based vs. 

deficit-based language 
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What is trauma? Use chat box or annotation: 



What is trauma? 

Pre-colonial

Death

Starvation

Tribal War

Separation

Flood

Fire

Targeted Trauma

Mass death

Disease

Land theft

State imposition

Residential Schools

Indian Hospitals

Child Welfare

Racism & Discrimination

Colonial Trauma

Sexual Abuse

Sexual Assault 

Psychological assault

Ritual Abuse

Accidents

Environmental disasters

War 

Patriarchy

Trauma is “an emotional response to a terrible event like an accident, rape, or 

natural disaster.” (APA, 2020)

Elders have said that trauma is a “spiritual injury, soul sickness, soul wounding, 

and ancestral hurt” (Linklater 2014)



Trauma is common:10

76%
• Of Canadian adults report some form of trauma exposure in 

their lifetime

9.2%
• Meet the criteria for PTSD 

50%

• Canadian women have survived at least one incidence of 
sexual or physical violence 

• 33% for men 



Trauma continued:11

• A single event

• Connected series of 
events/chronic lasting stress

Trauma 
can be

• Under reported

• Under diagnosed
Trauma 

is



Trauma is not just a physical event:  
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Who may be prone to social pain in the communities we serve?



Indigenous specific trauma 

Residential 
Schools 

Sense of fear, shame, & learned helplessness…

Leads to absenteeism, resistance, & drop out

60’s Scoop
Sense of low self-esteem, cultural alienation, & 

belonging

Leads to avoidance, loss of identity, & loss of culture 

Land 
Theft

Sense of poverty, lack of housing, loss of freedom

Leads to  transience, survival crime, & child 

removal



Trauma responses in learning environment:

Resistance

Hijacking

Avoidance

Defensive

ArgueMocking

Backlash

Bolting

Setting events can be:

● Content is 

overwhelming

● Dialogue tone

● Trigger words/stories

● Memories 

● Loss of control 



Indigenous Resilience:Mobilizing Indigenous Resilience 



Culture

Access to elders & knowledge 

keepers, territory 

acknowledgements, artwork, 

visibility, curricular reflections

Community

Belonging, Social connection, multi-

generational, leadership, generosity

Connection

Mastery, celebration of success, Indigenous cultural safety, 

inclusivity, Decolonization work, Indigenizing, Territory, 

Land, Local Leaders, 





WHAT DOES TRAUMA & RESILIENCE INFORMED 
PRACTICE LOOK LIKE?

Content 
warnings

Asking 
permission

Offering 
choices

Changing 
language -
resilience

Recognizing 
trauma 

responses
Grounding

Safety 
planning

Awareness 
of history

Social 
change



Breakout discussion:

What stood out for you & why?

What questions do you have now?

What needs to be done?
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Thank you for having me!

Email: len@lenpierreconsulting.com

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/len-pierre

Website: www.lenpierreconsulting.com

Presentation slides are available on website

mailto:len@lenpierreconsulting.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/len-pierre
http://www.lenpierreconsulting.com/

